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Agenda

q NTEC Proposal 
q Benefits for City of Hamilton
q Nikola Tesla, his life and inventions

Nikola Tesla Educational Corporation (NTEC)
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q Nikola Tesla Educational Corporation (NTEC)
q Petition

q Vision for the Future



Nikola Tesla Expwy/Drive

q We propose renaming mostly the elevated portion of 
Burlington Street commencing at QEW and ending east of 
Ottawa

q Lower level remains Burlington St. - Least disruptive6 no 
address changes!
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q Why Burlington Street?  Because of its association with the 
age of “The Electric City” and of the Industrialization of 
Hamilton, 

q Industrial growth during Electricity City age

q Next to central transformer for Hamilton

q Original 1898 power line 

q Major High Voltage towers along this roadway.

q NTEC would pay for all sign changes



Proposed Nikola Tesla 
Expwy/Drive

q QEW to East of Ottawa Street

q Upper level only named

q EMS support proposal
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Image of Proposed Nikola Tesla
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Burlington St.
Nikola Tesla
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Burlington St.
Parkdale Ave.

Strathearne Ave



Benefit for Hamilton

q The first industrial revolution, early 20th Century 
occurred with the aid of Tesla’s early inventions that 
provided Hamilton with the “Cheapest Power in 
Canada”

q We believe that the next industrial evolution will be 
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q We believe that the next industrial evolution will be 
driven by high technology with the aid of Tesla’s latter 
inventions, ideas and visions.

q The premise is that we would like to associate Hamilton 
with Tesla and his ideas, so that the City can benefit 
from being associated with the new technology, 
innovation and his vision for the future.



Benefit for Hamilton of 
Nikola Tesla Expwy/Drive

q The world will take notice 

q Our show of respect for a leading scientist and 
inventor, will gain us respect.
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inventor, will gain us respect.

q The sentiment towards Hamilton will change.

q This action will strengthen our association with 
education, innovation, and technology.



Benefit for Hamilton of 
Nikola Tesla Drive

q The  World is already taking notice – Petition – less 
than 1 month ago

q Exceeded 2,100 signatures

q Most from Hamilton  and vicinity as expected
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q Most from Hamilton  and vicinity as expected

q Significant portion are Serbian, that is because they 
already know Tesla

q Education Challenge for NTEC to educate the rest

q People approached knew noting of the History, when 
told, quickly accepted and supported the proposal



A brief review of Nikola Tesla

❑ In 1884 he moved to USA almost penniless 

❑ Inventor, electrical and mechanical engineer, 

physicist and futurist

❑ 1896 - Niagara Falls (USA) power plant
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❑ 1896 - Niagara Falls (USA) power plant

❑ 1898 - Electricity generated by Tesla’s 
invention reached Hamilton

❑ Credited with 278 patents and 128 publications



Nikola Tesla’s impact on the World

❑ Our everyday lives are dependent on his 
inventions

❑ His inventions are the root of many 20th & 21st

century products
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❑ The AC electrical distribution system has been 
replicated all over the world

❑ The electrical AC motor is a key element that 
powers all major industrial and residential 
applications



Nikola Tesla’s impact on 
Hamilton

❑ In 1888 - Tesla proposed the use of "polyphase 
currents" and the electrical distribution system

❑ In 1898 - DeCew Power Generating Station 
built by the “Five Johns” of Hamilton
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❑Hamilton was the first major city in Canada to 
have AC electricity

❑ In early 1900’s Hamilton was known as the 
“Electric City”



◻ ◻
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Canadian Electrical News  
and Steam Engineering Journal

December 1898

q “Saturday November 12th, will go down in the electrical annals 

of Canada , a red letter day, as it will chronical the formal 

opening of the electrical plant of the Cataract Power Company 

of Hamilton  DeCew Falls, to Hamilton, a distance of 35 miles, 

the completion and carrying out of which must always stand as 
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the completion and carrying out of which must always stand as 

a monument of business pluck and enterprise on the part of 

those interested in and forming the Cataract Power Company.”

q The 5 Johns overcame, at that time what was a seemingly 
insurmountable obstacle to transmit energy over such a 
distance.

q At that time, the highest pressure previously was 10,000 volts

q Cataract used 22,000 volts.



◻ ◻
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110th Anniversary of DeCew 
PG1 Ontario Power Generation

q DeCew  
1898-2008

q OPG 
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q OPG 
acknowledged 
that Tesla’s 
discovery was 
the key to 
development 
of Electricity 



Real Tesla Renaissance

q Academics have recognized Tesla’s work and 
are conducting research involving his body of 
knowledge in major universities around the 
world.
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q Tesla is being recognized as a true genius, 
visionary and futurist.

q World’s most advanced electric cars powered 
by Nikola Tesla’s Induction Motor



Next Technology Wave

q Modern world is going High Tech
q New product that Tesla described continue to 

emerge and fulfill his predictions.
q Futurist are already working on wireless energy 

transmission
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transmission
q Imagine some of the possibilities 6

This is an opportunity for Hamilton to play a 
new role, to be the leader in research and 
development



Other’s are Honoring Tesla and 
Associating themselves to his legacy...

q Kickstarter- crowd sourcing –a number of 
successful Tesla fundraising campaigns 
including the Silicon Valley Statue which raised 
over $127,000 in 31 days.
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q Oatmeal – crowd sourcing raised $1.37 Million 
& state of New York then kicked in $850,000.

q Elon Musk – of Tesla Motors – Donated One 
Million dollars to help build the museum at 
Wardenclyff

q 3 movies in the last decade recognizing Tesla, 
including one with David Bowie potraying Tesla



NTEC developments since Sept 4

◚ NTEC increasing membership & Charity Process

◻Started in Spring of 2014.  Initial goal to raise 
awareness!

◻March 31, 2015, 1st Nikola Tesla Innovation award 
presented, BASEF, Michael Wolfe
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presented, BASEF, Michael Wolfe

◻April 17, 2015 NTEC granted Registered Charity 
Status

◻Close to 50% growth in memberships

◻Engaging with local educational establishment for 
purposes of increasing awareness and securing 
support for initiatives and priorities

◻ Give us the opportunity, and we will get this done!



Petition Comments

q I believe this is a good promotion for the redevelopment of 
Hamilton. Jim Casey (BASEF co-chair)

q I am proud that other cities other than Toronto can step 
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q I am proud that other cities other than Toronto can step 
up and deliver a good thing. It's definitely good PR for the 
city and industries who have benefited or can.    Myra Rados

q Tesla was a genius of innovation and as Hamilton 
progresses, this is a very recognizable gesture to show its 
linked with an innovator.  Nick Tintor



Petition Comments

q I remember being in Hamilton and experiencing the 
decline - re-branding is in my opinion, a great idea, and 
Tesla's name should ignite a instant global ability to relate 
to it and connect. Richard Given
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to it and connect. Richard Given

q By supporting to revive Tesla's legacy, we are joining a 
world-wide effort in re-educating, especially our youth, 
about the importance of Tesla's inventions and genius..    
Bob Huybrechts, President of Inventors Circle.

q This is an opportunity for Hamilton, Tesla already realized 
his.  Milos  Posavljak



The Power of Tesla
Hamilton’s willingness to consider the proposal has 
drawn attention to Hamilton. The petition has 
signatories from:

◻ 11 Counties on 5 continents
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◻ 11 Counties on 5 continents

� 27 USA states

� 6 Canadian Provinces

Now:

◻ Imagine the exposure your approval will provide

◻ Imagine the power of the exposure when the 

street signs are up on the QEW



City of Hamilton will Benefit

❑NTEC’s proposed plans are designed to create a 
WIN –– WIN environment

❑Youth of Hamilton – WIN – they are inspired to 
pursue higher education.   They will be energized 
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pursue higher education.   They will be energized 
and encouraged to expand on Tesla’s body of 
knowledge 

❑Hamilton – WIN –educated youth are more 
productive and innovative, which provides the 
potential for new products or industries = more jobs

All at NO COST to City – another WIN



City of Hamilton Benefits

New Image of progression and Innovation
q Innovative thinking will spawn both new research 

and  research grants which will enhance the 
development of new products.
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q Highly educated workforce leads to new 
business being established in the community

q Hamilton’s transformation from an industrial 
centre will be diversified further and the City will 
becomes associated with new modern 
technology based economy.



Closing remarks

q NTEC commitment to Pay for the cost 
associated with this request.

q City fixes issues for EMS at No Cost to City.
q Support for this proposal = $0.00 cost to 

taxpayers.  NTEC will fund raise to cover 
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taxpayers.  NTEC will fund raise to cover 
100%

q City’s vote of confidence to associate with  
Nikola Tesla will pay off over time as youth 
grow & develop into productive citizens with 
improved employment prospects in Hamilton.

q Hamilton open to INNOVATION.



NTEC Contact

Nikola Tesla Educational Corporation

755 King St. E
Hamilton, ON, L8M 1A4
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President: - Veroslav (Vic) Djurdjevic, BA, CPA, CMA

Web          http://teslaeducational.ca/

E-mail       vic.ntec@gmail.com

Phone        905-541-3469
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